PRESS RELEASE

1. A defamatory propaganda/campaign has been launched on social media and by some Media Houses about declaration of revised written result of PMS-2020.

2. It is made clear for information of all concerned that a candidate filed a writ petition in the Hon'ble Lahore High Court upon which Chairman PPSC was directed to afford her personal hearing. During the course of personal hearing, the petitioner pointed out that the answers of two questions of General Knowledge paper were marked incorrect by the examiner; the examiner was called in who, after thoroughly checking the question paper vis-à-vis the answer sheet, admitted that all given answers “A to D” were incorrect against question Nos.32, 97 & 62 of paper code “A, B & C” respectively, and the option No. ‘B’ was correct instead of ‘C’ against the question Nos. 55, 20 & 85 of paper code “A, B and C” respectively, so the averment of examiner called for revision of the result accordingly. With this revision, the number of 64 candidates were added to the already declared successful 555 candidates.

3. It is strongly urged that the candidates and the Media Houses not to trust malicious proliferation of information by any quarter, and remain connected to PPSC’s website; no information other than this is trustworthy or worth belief.

(MUHAMMAD NAWAZ KHALID ARBI) 26-03-2021
SECRETARY